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Let's take a walk into the war room and explain what the RTR's do to yourself and
to the enemy, one by one. This would take an enormous amount of time to explain
each, so this is a very short review to highlight some things.

Shema RTR: This is one of the most powerful RTR's, literally unplugging the enemy
from their thoughtform, destroying their whole matrix, and ripping their protection at
the same time. This is the oil through which the fire gets multiplied. This RTR is
mainly offensive, but it removes magical jewish influence from the person doing it. It
helps loosen up any curses placed on someone from the jewtrix, including poverty
and anything else inflicted by the jewish system. Any curse and anything the jews
do is dependent on the Shema, and every protection the jew does for itself is also
directly tied into this. Removing this is one of the worst things that can potentially
happen to them, as all jews do the Shema, from the last one, to the most giant
kabbalists. This is devastating to them and opens the gates through which you can
throw nukes beyond their barrier.

72: On the jews, this absolutely wrecks them in every and all levels, as the 72 name
is used not only to attack us in every magical sort of way (from death to misfortune)
but they use this name to bless themselves in every way (riches, protection etc.).
This is a full  hit  on the whole of  the jewish soul  as those in authority and their
lackeys have these names inscribed on them by chanting them etc. This is literally
destroying and wiping their soul and everything they have out of existence. Since
the same names are used to curse us, by reversing them, this is liberating our own
soul. Each of these names are used offensively and defensively from jews, so we
remove the fruit of their offenses and their defense at the same time. This extincts
the jewish racial soul.

42: This is a ritual the jews use to incite peace, comfort and other benefits upon
themselves. Same as the above, the jews have woven this prayer in their racial and
personal soul. To destroy this is to wipe out one more part of their power. The 42
name is used to curse people and incite death, misfortune and many other morbid
things. These are removed if one consistently reverses the 42, and our affirmation
throws these curses back at them, while also voiding out their universal influence
which is one of the main things of the 42.

Demonic Authority RTR: This RTR acts on many levels. One level is that it destroys
the magical filth through which the jews have bound the mind as to not be able to
communicate with the Gods. Not only on a personal level,  but on an instinctive
level. This cuts the barrier between Gentiles and the Gods on a higher level, and it
brings us closer, ultimately disabling also the enemy's influence over us Satanists in
full. This increases our force and power in every way. On the behalf of our enemies,
it heightens all the forces of their destruction, and shrinks their influence completely.
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This Ritual opens the gates for our ET's to deal with the enemy directly and destroy
them by invading into their so called 'spiritual world'.

Kol Nidrei: This ritual is one of 'washing the hands' and cleansing the enemy of their
oaths. The jews like everyone else take oaths, which can have potential power, and
also this ritual is done for them to escape their karmic energy from wrongdoing
Gentiles. This ritual is so necessary, that they do this once a year, and if they do
not, their year goes to shit. By reversing them, all their years will be shit, and they
will get vengeance from the people whom they wrong.

Holding Enemy Accountable RTR: Acts in a different and direct manner, but quite
similar to the above. This ritual is drastic and includes politicians, corrupted filthy
christians, and anyone else closely assisting the jews in their crimes. This ritual
intensifies  the  negative  curses  we  already  put  on  both  of  them,  ultimately
destroying them even more. This rips out their protection against the public, and
their  ability  to weasel  out situations. It  also adds extra negative energy to what
already  put  on  the  enemy,  destroying  rotten  and  corrupted  pastors,  christian
zombies, "ISIS" terrorist factions, and all these radical jewish zombies that put the
world in stupidity and distress.

Communications: This ritual is one absolute Nuke. This has destroyed the whole
communications  establishment  of  the  enemy,  see  the  Kosher  media  etc.  This
causes communication mistakes on the enemy, destroys planning, but also their
spiritual communication, for good. It destroys them in a very fundamental level. This
ritual on the person doing it, loosens up the mind from jewish subversive influence,
astral flickering, and anything else preventing spiritual communication.

Disarming The Enemy RTR: This ritual  increases strongly all  the forces set  out
against the enemy, no matter what forces these are. This makes them helpless and
defenseless against these forces, and throws out of the window their ability to fend
of these attacks. This also destroys the possibility for jews to evade judgement by
lying, deceit,  or spiritual  means and jewdi mind tricks (as was stated before by
some Sloth in  the group) ultimately  rendering them victims of  their  actions and
more.

Restoring Gentile  Power  and Right  to  Rule  Our  Own Nations: The title  is  self-
explanatory. This RTR loosens up all the spells done against Gentiles who weaken
them and  make  them give  up  their  countries,  abandon  them,  and  let  them be
destroyed. This shows the jew and punishes severely all those in power who act to
that route to help the enemy. This gives vigor to Gentiles to keep up the warfare
against the jews and demand their race, their country and their destiny back from
the jewish oppressors. It directly frees the Gentiles of every imposed jew shackles
there are, while destroying the influence of the jews over them so these do not take
ground again. The end result sought from this Ritual is the ultimate retaking of our
lands, nations, states and everything the jew tries to rob for so long. This delivers
punishments to those who work to give these.

Serpent is Free RTR: Self-explanatory,  this  RTR reverses the curses places on



Satan's  Serpent  otherwise  known  as  Kundalini,  which  directly  deals  with  the
perception, understanding, the occult powers, the mind, and everything else about
man in  his  entirety.  This  RTR removes these curses and liberates the serpent,
bringing protection, good luck, and freedom to the mind. This ritual acts in removing
internal blockages either put there by one's self, karmic dross, or the enemy, and
removes all of them at the same time.

Serpent is Empowered RTR: This ritual empowers the Serpent, which as known is
also stimulated by SATANAMA which is basically the root of SATAN. SATAN is also
the externalized name both of the Serpent, and of Satya, Truth, which is where the
Serpent leads. This ritual empowers both our Gods and ourselves at the same time,
so  that  we  cannot  be  easily  cursed,  ensnared  and  trapped  by  the  enemy.

Serpent Ascending RTR: The Serpent,  or  Satan in the bible,  the symbol  of  our
Primordial God Satyan, is actually cursed to fall and crumble. This is metaphorical
and it means for Gentiles to have their Kundalini serpent down and dormant. This
ritual facilitates the rising of the Serpent, and the rising of our consciousness, all of
which result in the destruction of the enemy and in total inability for them to act
against Gentiles. This ritual also directly helps the mass of the world by taking it
away from the level  of  pure,  spiritually drowning filth,  it  has been put in due to
christianity.

Reversing  Blood  Sacrifice  RTR: The uncountable  millions  of  sacrifices  of  living
beings for the jews, are what is feeding their egregores with life-force, and these
are sacrificed to their throughtforms, such as jesus, mohammed, or whatever else
filth they believe in. The amounts of energy raised are inconceivably enormous, and
they  are  used  for  jewish  benefit  and  the  benefit  of  the  entities  from  other
dimensions  who  feast  on  these  low  level,  filthy,  but  intense  energies  of  death
induced by jewish wars, sacrifice of innocents, and constant bloodshed. This RTR
reverses all this death energy directly to the enemy in all levels, destroying them
and poisoning them fully, while dispelling them at the same time so that they cannot
be replenished. This is closing the feeding mouth of the jewish beast, leading it to
destruction. This RTR in particular harms both Judaism and Pisslam, as these are
major  frontiers  of  blood  sacrifice  of  these  egregores  the  jews  have  made.

Reversing Curse Upon The Goat. This is a ritual that is one of the most important in
Judaism, and it's done to curse the Gentiles, symbolized by the Goat, and transfer
all of the jewish filth for thousands of years of crimes, to their enemies. From this
ritual  came the trick the jews do to blame their  enemies with their  own crimes,
which has served them for centuries - until  now. This ritual destroys this meme,
reverses all the negative karmic energy back to the jews, and intensifies it. At the
same  time  this  removes  portions  of  this  negative  energy  put  on  the  individual
"Goyim" who does the ritual, and all the Gentiles who have been infested with this
jewish negative energy that causes accidents, death, massive misfortune, and ends
up in the large scale as ignorance, blindness and even extinction under the jews.
Spiritually this unblocks the crown chakra, allowing of higher understanding and
serenity for the person, rather than being constantly plagued by filthy cursed energy
of the enemy.



Ending  Confusion  RTR: This  is  a  nuke  that  destroys  and  dispels  all  jewish
trinkology on the astral, both in mental and in spiritual roots, and disables it. This
opens the eyes of Gentiles and dispels people. On the individual doing the ritual,
this dispels everything the enemy constantly tries to put there to keep a person
blind, be it spiritually, or in any other way, thus foiling their plots which prey upon
ignorance  of  the  victim  (such  as  curses  where  one  stays  ignorant  of  them).

Curse Israel  RTR: On the side of  the jews, this takes the biggest weapon they
possess, which is to bless the jews and the shabbos goyim who help them, and
curse their  enemies at  the same time.  This  disables both of  these fully,  so the
enemy has nothing to give. On the persons on the opposing side, this RTR acts as
a blessing for those who fight against the enemy, and blesses all their efforts for
such, but also bestows personal blessings and removes jewish curses that the jews
put on their opponents. Those who do RTR's also gain benefit  and blessing for
doing so by doing this ritual in the most direct manner as they directly curse the
enemy. This ritual also reverses every curse the enemy may put on anyone into a
positive, blessing the individual who fights.

Anti-War RTRs: In the jewish bible,  there are coded passages so that the jews
cause major wars (look in history) where people die en masse, in order to funnel
this  energy to  their  objective.  This  ritual  ruins  all  of  their  'prophecies'  and their
thoughtforms which are made to create a disastrous future for mankind, and also
this ruins entirely their capacity to start wars to keep humanity preoccupied and to
impose death. This robs them of all their influences, whatever these may be, as
starting war requires massive influence over nations and states. The Second RTR
stops  the  War  in  Syria  and  destroys  the  dream  of  "Greater  Israel",  voiding
everything of the New Testament and the Torah fully as a result. 

Jewish Anti-Wealth RTR's: These are three rituals. Do you, Rabbi Jacob Rothschild,
abhor the fact that jews own up to 95% of the worlds wealth, and that people die of
starvation and live like shit  as a result,  every single moment  of  their  life  in  full
anxiety? Do you hate wage slavery, and the jewish financial system which has most
people in the under since forever, and where the 'comfortable goyim' are all living in
paycheck to paycheck alike, while the jews are literally living in another universe
because they have all the wealth in the world in their feet? Well, then do this RTR
and it will destroy this system, destroy jewish financial control, and open the way for
instating new and more sound financial systems. The jewish goblin empire is based
on their ownership, which this RTR destroys, ultimately taking the whole world from
their hands, now and forever. This RTR also causes redistribution to Gentiles, nulls
out  completely  the whole of  the jewish plan to usurp the whole planet  as their
personal belonging, and gives blessings to Gentiles so this objective can happen in
a just manner. This RTR also blesses the Gentiles directly and can bring financial
benefits to the person doing the RTR. 

Destroying Rabbi Jesus RTR: Do you hate the lies and ignorance created by jews
thanks  to  this  imbecile  hoax  they  made  up  thousands  of  years  ago?  Well
unfortunately this hoax gained footing in the conscience of mankind, but no more -



this  RTR  destroys  the  Jewtican,  the  whole  spiritual  matrix  of  Christianity,  and
destroys all the spiritual muck the jewish have put forth through this proxy, now and
forever. Since the 'authorities are derived from christ` in this brainwashed jewish
world (see for example how pastors get so many privileges), this RTR destroys all
"Christian" jewish wannabe's and their leadership, bringing ruin to those who try to
impose Rabbinical Law for Goyim consumption, also known as Christianity. This
cuts the line from which the enemy siphons the energy and brainwashes the poor
Gentiles who believe in this  religion,  and closes the Gentiles further to spiritual
jewish attacks, freeing them of the mental cancer of christianity.

As you can see, all of the above is what needs to be done for the enemy to go fully
down, in all frontiers. So long we insist on these rituals, the enemy will be losing
more and more, until they go spiritually extinct.

May Satan bless our efforts and our spiritual weaponry.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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